
Figma, Sketch, Illustrator, Indesign,  

Invision, Proto.io, Arduino, HTML, CSS

Prototype

Presenting, empathic listening

Personal

Idea generation, UX, UI, product design, 

user testing, workshop facilitation

Design

Research

Competitor analysis, user research, 

interviews, observations, interface audits 

Design Skills

English


Greek 

Spanish

Languages

September 2013 - June 2017

University of Dundee



BSc (Hons) in Digital Interaction Design 


Degree Classification: First Class Honours




Education

marinametaxa.com

Website

p.marina.metaxa@gmail.com

Email

+44 7582 954276

Phone

Contact Me

Work Experience

Junior User Experience Designer - Prudential, Edinburgh

March 2018 - September 2018

Working as part of the UX team of Prudential’s design system, with main 
deliverable to research and define the best practices and accessibility rules  
of common UI patterns and set the standards of use to ensure consistency 
across all Prudential products.  


Key achievements:


• Successfully delivered core UI components

• Wireframed best practices into user journeys 

• Worked closely with the visual designers and developers to ensure that the 

    best practices and accessibility rules were met 

• Became familiar with Agile methodologies and the end-to-end process  

   each task follows as it moves through the different teams

Marina Metaxa

UX Designer UX Designer - Vision, Dundee

January 2019 - present

An integral member of the design team challenged with building the UX from 
the ground up for an enterprise software company. This was delivered through 
the development of a design system, with main objective to re-shape the user 
experience at a micro and macro level and ensure consistency across all Vision 
products. 

Key Responsibilities:


• Leading the definition and redesign of all common UI components and  

   patterns used across the Vision suite of products 

• Working closely with users, POs and developers on the discovery, definition   

    and implementation of complex reusable patterns 

• Running user testing sessions with customers to discover opportunities for  

   development

• Leading internal design workshops to ensure a design-first and consistent 

   approach to all products 

• Producing clear and concise documentation for each of these components, 

   ensuring best practices for responsive desktop and mobile solutions

• Running interface audits with the UX team to identify areas for development 

• Creating user journeys, wireframing and prototyping components





UX/UI Design Intern - Prudential UK, Stirling

September 2017 - March 2018 

During my time as an intern, I experienced how design can benefit and be 
used to revolutionise a financial institution. While working in a range of 
projects within the Digital Proposition Department, I had the opportunity to 
collaborate with an industry-leading proposition design consultancy on the 
discovery phase of a robo-advice project and explore how AI can be used to 
benefit Prudential customers to better plan their future. 




